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QUESTION 1

What is an advantage of creating and using customized distribution media from the GO LICPGM menu to install
licensed programs on multiple systems in a network? 

A. Object conversion for "ALLUSR is not needed when installed on a different partition. 

B. This can be done with no interruption to users and jobs on the system. 

C. Performing a post-save of a system after upgrading the OS is no longer necessary. 

D. All installed PTFs are already included with the selected licensed programs. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator is installing a release upgrade using the automatic process. The LIC, base OS, and all licensed
program products have installed except for 5770-SS1 option 3 (Extended Base Directory Support). What is necessary to
complete the process and install 5770-SS1 option 3 assuming the system is still in a restricted state? 

A. Use the WRKPRB command and check for and correct any problems. Restart the install using the F8 key. 

B. Use the RSTLICPGM command specifying "SERVICE for the device type and choose 5770-SS1 option 3 from the
list. 

C. Check QSYSOPR for a 5770-SS1option 3 install messages Reply C\\' to continue. 

D. Rom the GO LICPGM menu, select the option to Install Licensed Programs. Install 5770-SS1 option 3lo 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Using the Run SQL Scripts dialog in IBM System i Navigator, the following error is produced; The SQL statement is
valid and works from the green screen SQL dialog. Why does it fail in this case? 
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A. Naming convention was set to SQL instead of SYSTEM. 

B. SELECT must be entered lower case as select for SQL statements to work from IBM System i Navigator. 

C. The default relational database name is not set to "LOCAL with a default SQL naming rule. 

D. The library QSYS2 was set to only allow LOCAL access so the file is not in the library list. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator on a POWER8 machine needs to create a second partition. It has only one physical Ethernet adapter.
How can the administrator provide Ethernet connectivity to the second partition after creating a Virtual Ethernet adapter
in both the Server partition and the Client partition1? 

A. In PowerVM, assign a Link Aggregation connection to the virtual partition via the Virtual Ethernet adapter. 

B. On the Server partition, set up a Bridge between the physical adapter and the Ethernet Server adapter. 

C. On the Client partition, bridge the Virtual Ethernet segment to a Line Description. 

D. On the Client partition, create a virtual bridge using the server adapter address and specifying a Bridge ID. On the
Server partition, create a virtual bridge using the client adapter address and specifying the same Bridge ID. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator added a prestart job entry to the QCMN subsystem using the following command: ADDPJE
SBSD(QCMN) PGM(PGMA) INUOBS(350) THRESHOLD(250) ADUOBS(150) MAXUSE (200) The entry is used
extensively and many remote requests connect to the prestart jobs. After adding the entry, the administrator determines
that the system periodically freezes and response time is slow. What is the most likely cause of the problem? 

A. The ADLJOBS parameter is too high and many system resources are used at the same time to generate new
prestart jobs 

B. The MAXUSE parameter is too low and a big job log is generated when the last request uses the prestart job. 

C. There are not enough system resources in QCMN to handle the additional jobs. 

D. The prestart job entry competes with the TCP/IP jobs 

Correct Answer: B 
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